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Introduction 
Logic Pro 9 is a professional-level DAW (Digital Audio Workstation), and is very capable of 

producing a wide range of audio work, including audio recordings, sound synthesis, controller 

and mixer; and what you’re most familiar with: music arrangement and composition. 

Most likely up until now, you’ve been using Garageband for this course. Garageband is an 

excellent entry-level DAW for people who are just starting out in the business of making music 

digitally. It does a great job of simplifying the composition process, removing complex parts 

while still delivering a decent overall product. However, for musicians who want more control 

with their compositions, it’s time to upgrade your workstation. 

New Terminology 
Some words and concepts that you should understand to better your learning... 

DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) - An electronic device or computer software 
application for recording, editing, and producing audio files. 

Sound Synthesiser - An electronic musical instrument that generates electrical 
signals converted to sound through loudspeakers or headphones. 

Sound Sampler - An electronic musical instrument similar in some respects to a 
synthesiser, but instead of generating sounds, it uses recording (samples) of sound 
that are played back through the sampler itself, or through an external 
interface/controller. Samplers may have synthesiser-like processes that alter the 
samples it plays and allow the original sound to be played in many different ways. 

MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) - A technical standard that describes a 
protocol, digital interface, and its connectors that allow electronic music instruments, 
samplers, synthesisers, and other related computer devices to communicate with one 
another. Put simply: it’s sheet music for your computer. 
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Transitioning to Logic Pro 9 
Introducing a new software program is never easy. It’s easy to just jump right in and start 

composing on the get-go, but you risk overlooking many important features that could make 

your music-making experience much better. Let’s start with showing you the basic features of 

Logic Pro 9.  

The Logic Interface 

At first glance, Logic Pro 9 can be overwhelming. We’re going to break down what you’re 

seeing so you can understand the new look. 

This is an overview of the interface (for instructional purposes, there are features opened that 

you may not currently see on a newly opened project): 
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The Arrange Window 

 

This area displays an overview of all the tracks and their contents in relation to their 

placement during the project. It displays the measures (according to your project’s set time 

signature), and the position of your playhead (the green arrow and long vertical line). There 

are many controls within the Arrange Window, but we will go over them another time. For now, 

the Arrange Window can simply be considered, a window, to your overall project. 

My Arrange Window has a MIDI Region inside it, the little green box. You may be familiar with 

these from Garageband, but we will go over them in detail later. 
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The Media Window 

 

The Media Window is a catalogue of any and all media assets you have that are ready for use 

within your project. There are four tabs within the Media Window, but only two of them will be 

important for now; the “Loops” and “Library” tab. 

The library is a collection of usable instruments within Logic that can be used to create a new 

track. Upon loading an instrument track, it will be empty and you will have to compose the 

sections of the track. 

The loops include either audio samples or pre-made MIDI Regions (complete with a 

corresponding instrument track) that can be used to quickly make a composition. You may 

remember the concept of loops from Garageband. 
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The Media Window (cont.) 

An audio loop (blue) is prerecorded and cannot be internally altered, but it can be altered 

externally (such as adding EQ, reverberation, echo, and other post-effects). 

A MIDI loop (green) is a single or set of MIDI regions that can be dropped into your project, 

and can be altered much more than audio loops. Not only can you change the notes within the 

region, you can also change the instrument track and make your own spin of the pre-recorded 

sound. 

More information on loops, audio, and MIDI regions will be introduced later on. 

 

The Piano Roll 

 

Upon pressing the “Piano Roll” tab near the bottom of your screen, the window will open. 

The Piano Roll displays the individual notes (MIDI Events) within a MIDI Region, or a group of 

regions. The notes look like colored bars and are displayed in relation to their pitch, length, 

velocity, and when it is played within the region. 

As a composer that spends a lot of time sequencing notes on the computer and editing 

recorded notes, I spend a lot of time within the Piano Roll, and you will too. More information 

on the features of the Piano Roll will be explained later on. 
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The Mixer 

 

Upon pressing the “Mixer” tab near the bottom of your screen, the window will open. 

The Mixer displays all of your tracks in your project, including the effects/plugins that are 

attached to the track. Other settings, such as volume, pan settings, and output settings are 

included within the track information. If your track is a sampler or synthesiser, it will display 

what program is being used to play your sound. 

Additionally, the mixer shows you the Output and Master track, as well as any Auxiliary tracks 

you may have added to your project. 

More will be expanded upon later on. 
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The Score Window 

 

Upon pressing the “Score” tab near the bottom of your screen, the window will open. 

The Score Window displays something familiar to all musicians, notation of your music. Like 

the Piano Roll, it will show your currently selected MIDI region. 

In my personal honest opinion, the notation software on Logic is clumsy and inefficient at 

composing. Many better notation programs exist out there, such as Sibelius or Noteflight. If 

you want to create professional-level sheet music, look to those instead. I will not cover more 

on the Score Window, as it lacks functionality and synergy with the rest of Logic’s features. 

But for musicians who want to take a more classical approach to composing within Logic, the 

Score Window may be your best friend. “To each his own,” as it’s said. 
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The Inspector Window 

Upon pressing the “Inspector” button at the top-left of your screen, the 

window will open. 

The inspector is a mini version of the Mixer; it only displays your currently 

selected track along with the Output track. 

It is useful for accessing your track settings quickly without opening the 

Mixer Window. More use on this to come. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The above information is only a glimpse of the features of Logic Pro 9. So as to not 
overwhelm new users, I’ve only introduced enough to get you started with the next part:  

Creating your first project. 

A step-by-step approach should help you to quickly get used to using Logic and to easily 
use its functions. You can follow along with this next section to get acquainted with 
Logic’s workflow. 
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Opening a New Project 

Start up Logic Pro 9. After a bootup sequence, you should see this window: 

 

 
There are many options to choose from, but for now, choose “Empty Project”. A new project 

window will open, and this small window will appear at the top: 
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Opening a New Project (cont.) 

Select “Software Instrument” and keep all the other settings the same. Press “Create”. Now 

you should have an empty project opened and ready. Let’s get to composing right away, 

Creating a MIDI Region 

Initially, you should only have one track open, the “EVP88 Electric Piano”. Within the Arrange 

Window, there are not any MIDI Regions to play your instrument track. We could drag 

something from the loops tab within the Media Window, but we will make something of our 

own. Within the track in the Arrange Window, right-click (Command-Click if using trackpad) 

and select “Create Empty MIDI Region”. A green box should appear in your track. 

 

 

The MIDI region will be empty; you as the composer will decide what goes in. 
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Editing a MIDI Region 

You can change the length and position of the MIDI Region within the Arrange Window. You 

can also loop the MIDI Region by click-and-dragging the top right corner of the MIDI region. To 

make notes within the MIDI region, you can double click it, which will open it up within the 

Piano Roll. 

 

There are many functions that you can perform in your MIDI Region from within the Piano Roll. 

Just to keep things simple, we can start with adding and editing notes. Inside the Piano Roll 

window, right-click (Command-click) and select “Create Note” in the drop down menu. Logic 

will create a MIDI Event (a self-explanatory name), inside the MIDI region. The location and 

pitch is dependent on where your cursor was when you created it, and by default the length is 

a sixteenth-note. 
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Editing a MIDI Region (cont.) 

You can change the length, pitch, and position of a note anywhere inside the piano roll. Also, 

you can copy, cut, or paste a note or groups of notes to make your workflow faster. To access 

these, select your notes (drag a box over to select multiple), and right click or use keyboard 

shortcuts. 

 

Also, you can use your Secondary Cursor to create notes. By default, your Secondary Cursor is 

set to the Pencil Tool. Access it by pressing and holding down the Command Key. Your cursor 

will turn into a pencil which you can use to create notes. 
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The other tools can be learned for another time, for now the important thing is being able 

to set down and edit your notes.  

Additionally, if you have a MIDI keyboard connected to your computer, you can record MIDI 

Regions in real time. After recording, you can edit the notes from within the MIDI region. 

Access the record function by pressing the Record symbol in the control panel at the bottom 

left of the screen. Pressing Stop will stop the recording. 

 

Adding/Changing Instrument Tracks 

A full composition will usually be a multi-track project, with multiple instruments. To add more 

instruments, you can press the “+” icon at the top-left of the arrange window. This will show a 

window like when you first created the project. 

 

Select “Software Instrument” and press “Create”. 

This will create a new instrument track, and by default, it will once again be an EVP88 Electric 

Piano. Creating a new track will open up the Library tab of the Media Window, from here, you 

can choose your new instrument. Also, if you press a new Library setting while you have a 

pre-existing track selected, you will change that track to a new instrument.  
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Adding/Changing Instrument Tracks (cont.) 

● Pressing the other symbol near the “+” will duplicate your current selected track as a 

new track. 

● Remember, you can move MIDI Regions freely between tracks! 

● Dragging a loop below all of your tracks will create a new instrument track. Dragging it 

into an existing track will put the MIDI Region in, but the track’s instrument will remain 

the same. 

● Pressing “M” in the track within the Arrange Window or Mixer will mute the track. 

● Pressing “S” in the track within the Arrange Window or Mixer will solo the track, muting 

all other tracks. 

 

You can create an entire composition knowing just these basic functions! When you are 
happy with your creation, follow the next steps to save your project or export your 
project as an audio file. 
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Saving/Exporting your Project 

As you work, it is a good idea to save your progress, as soon and as frequently as possible. To 

save your project for the first time, use the top menu bar: File > Save As. A window will open to 

choose your save settings. 
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Saving/Exporting your Project (cont.) 

Choose a project name and save location. Saving to the desktop is a good idea for quick and 

easy access to your project in the future. Leave the other settings alone, and press “Save” to 

complete the process. 

From then on, make it a habit to frequently save as you make progress with your composition. 

Go to File > Save (not “Save As”), or simply press “Command + S” to prevent losing your work. 

Also, copying and saving the project in a separate location is a good idea. Keeping these 

backup projects will provide a fallback if your project becomes corrupted or lost. 

 

When you are satisfied with your composition, you can export it as an audio file. The first step 

is to make sure the end of your project is in the proper place. The end-head of projects (a clear 

box in the measure bar of the Arrange Window) by default is in the 100+ measure range, and 
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depending on your piece, it may be too short or too long. Find the end-head and move it to 

the proper place. 

 

Saving/Exporting your Project (cont.) 

Next, make sure none of your tracks have been muted (M) or solo’d (S), as this will reflect on 

your exported audio track. Also, make sure your playhead is at the beginning of your 

composition. When all these steps are taken, you can export your sound. 

Go to File > Bounce. A window should appear. 
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Saving/Exporting your Project (cont.) 

Check the “MP3” settings in the Destination window, uncheck any other settings. Other 

formats are used for other reasons, but MP3 is the best for the class setting. Name your song 

file and choose your save destination. Press “Bounce”. After some processing, your song will 

be exported as an MP3 audio file, which can be copied or transferred to wherever it needs to 

go. 

 

 

 

 


